The domestication of flora and fauna is one of the most significant transitions in humankind's history. It changed human societies drastically with alterations in biodiversity, atmospheric composition and land use. Humans have domesticated relatively few large animals and all of them belong to the Ungulates, though they are only 15 species of the ±150 that the entire group comprises. This can partially be explained by behavioral and life history pre-adaptations, e.g. social group structure, mating behavior, parent-young interaction, feeding behavior, and response to humans. The other dimension of proposed pre-adapatations concerns the biomes from which domesticated Ungulates originate. Here we test whether environmental preferences i.e. niches and related niche traits, differentiate between wild and domesticated Ungulates. We used three methods to determine the niche dimensions for each species and calculate overlap in niche space between them. Two methods are based on MaxEnt ecological niche models and one method uses raw occurrence data. Our results show that there is no weighted combination of environmental traits that clusters all domesticated Ungulates to the exclusion of all wild ones. On the contrary, domesticated Ungulates are overdispersed in niche space, indicating that the major pre-adaptations for domestication are not directly related to the abiotic niche. However, phylogenetic generalized linear modelling of selected niche dimensions does predict domestication significantly. We conclude that further research of other traits is needed. 
Introduction
The domestication of flora and fauna is one of the most significant transitions in humankind's history and domination of planet earth (1, 2) . Domestication can be understood as the alteration of wild species by selecting traits that are useful to humans. Examples of this are the selection of dogs that are able to live with people or the selection of wheat that have more seeds per plant (1) . The first known animal domestication is the domestication of the wolf between 17.000 and 15.000 years BP in the Old World (3, 4) . Dogs were later followed by goats and sheep that were domesticated first in southern and southwestern Asia between 11.000 and 9.000 BP (5, 6) . Pigs and cattle were also domesticated in southwestern Asia around 8.000 BP, followed by horses and camels around 6.000 BP in central Asia (4) . Some of these species were later domesticated independently in other parts of the earth (7, 8) . Domesticated flora and fauna interacted and increased food production; for example, large mammals were used to pull plows and provide manure, making previously un-farmable areas suitable for domesticated plants. Large mammals were also used as a source of milk to produce butter and cheese, yielding much more calories in their lifetime than if they were only used for meat production (9) . The food surpluses meant that not everyone had to be involved in the production of food eventually creating extra time for new developments and innovations. Domestication and the agricultural economies based on them changed human societies drastically with alterations in biodiversity, land use and atmospheric compositions (10) . Domestication of flora and fauna did not only alter human societies but it changed the domesticates to the extent that they greatly differ from their wild ancestors (2) . In general, domesticates have a set of common traits which are called the "domestication syndrome". For plants, some of these common traits include that they are able to produce bigger seeds, the ability to reduce physical and chemical defences and the reduced ability to disperse their seeds without the intervention of humans (2, (11) (12) (13) . For animals the domestication syndrome exhibits itself in floppy ears, an increase in docile behaviour, size reduction, and facial neotony (12) .
Over the course of thousands of years, humans have domesticated relatively few large animals. The group of large hoofed mammals, which we refer to here by the folk-taxonomic "Ungulates" (i.e. terrestrial Perissodactyla + Artiodactyla), include species such as donkeys, cattle, pigs and giraffes. We have only domesticated about 15 Ungulates species from the +-150 Ungulates. Interestingly, some of the 15 domesticated Ungulate species were domesticated multiple times independently through space and time, while the other +150 Ungulate species were never successfully domesticated, for a variety of reasons. Some of these reasons can be explained by behavioral pre-adaptations like social structure, sexual behaviour, parent-young interaction, feeding behaviour, and response to humans and new environments (14) . (1) Animals that live in herds with a hierarchical social structures are the most suited for domestication because humans can effectively take over the top rank in the hierarchy. (2) Also sexual behaviour is of critical importance since some animal species do not breed in captivity, e.g. cheetahs. (3) The speed at which parents bond with their offspring needs to be fast and created through imprinting. (4) Feeding behaviour determines whether it is efficient to domesticate a specific species. (5) The response to humans is of importance because some animals have a tremendous flight response while others, e.g. zebras, have unpredictable and aggressive temperaments (9) .
An untested theory is that next to behavioral pre-adaptations, the biomes where the Ungulates originate from determine the ability of a species to be domesticated. According to ecological theory, each species has a niche within an ecosystem where the environmental preferences i.e. niche traits, are according to individual fitness (15) (16) (17) (18) . Hutchinson (1957) described a niche as a n-dimensional hypervolume where the dimensions are explained by environmental variables e.g. temperature and rainfall (16) . Here we use the term niche traits to describe the unique set of mean environmental variables per species.
Niche space and related niche traits can be captured by numerical models called Ecological Niche Models (ENM), which link species distributions to their environment (19) . The use of ENMs has been applied in a wide variety of fields, such as evolutionary biology and conservation biology, for example to map the probable distribution of species after climate change (20) . ENMS are empirical models that correlate environmental data, e.g. climate data and soil characteristics, to occurrence locations to identify the environmental conditions needed to maintain populations (20, 21) . The result of an ENM can be, for example, that species x has only been recorded in environmental conditions in which the soil pH is lower than 7 and the precipitation is between 60 mm and 120mm. The suitable environmental conditions can be used to map suitable sites for species x all over the world. Hence, it should be noted that suitable areas (fundamental niche) and the actual occurrence (realized niche) of species is not the same: geographic barriers or biotic interactions can limit the dispersal to suitable sites (20) .
The comparison of Hutchinsonian niche space per species can give some interesting insight in overlap or differences in niche space and related niche traits. For this research we use ENMs and raw occurrence data to analyse whether there is a significant difference in habitats for domesticated ungulates and wild ungulates.
Materials
All the source code, workflows, and data sets used in this research can be found and downloaded at our GitHub repository (https://github.com/naturalis/trait-geodiverse-ungulates).
A. Species occurrence data. Ungulates are a diverse group of hoofed placental mammals distributed over Afro-Eurasia and the New World. For this research, we extracted all available Ungulates occurrence data from the global biodiversity information facility (GBIF), which is a portal that collates both observation and digitized museum collection data (22, 23) . Records in the GBIF database (exported as DarwinCore archives (24)) contain information about the type of occurrence, the taxon, the location in longitude and latitude, and various metadata. We selected a total of 152 Ungulates species, of which 14 domesticated species and 138 wild species. We used wild ancestors of domesticated species as a proxy because most of the domesticates live in captivity and are changed to such an extent that their preferences hardly resemble those of their wild ancestors. Therefore, any inferred niche dimensions of current, domesticated Ungulate species do not correctly portray their original niche preferences (see table 1 for a list of the wild ancestors). We thus take the wild ancestors (or proxies thereof) to model the original niches in which domestication took place.
We collected occurrence data sets from GBIF using higher taxon searches for terrestrial Artiodactyla (even-toed B GIS data (25) . From this we wrote all synonyms and nonaccepted taxonomic names to a taxonomic name variants table that links to a canonical names table based on the backbone. We loaded these tables into a SQLite database to form our taxonomic name management structure, which we further reconciled with the Mammal Species of the World taxonomy (26) and for which we collected additional name variants from ITIS (27) . We extracted the following columns from the DarwinCore occurrence archives: gbifID, type, basisOfRecord, eventDate, decimalLatitude, decimalLongitude, datasetKey, hasGeospatialIssues and Taxonkey. We loaded these columns into SQLite and anchored the records to the taxonomic backbone with the Taxonkey. We removed all the occurrence records with incomplete longitude, latitude and event-date fields, records with geospatial issues (sensu GBIF) and records of which the basis (human observation, fossil or preserved specimen) was unknown. To reduce the amount of spatial outliers in the data sets we only used species records that fall within the IUCN species distribution polygons (28) and whose mean pairwise distance to all others does not differ from the species mean by more than 1 standard deviation. To be able to compare the taxon names of species in the IUCN data set to the names in our data sets the names in the IUCN data set were reconciled to the aforementioned GBIF backbone taxonomy (25) . Afterwards the records per separate species were exported to CSV files; only spatially distinct occurrences were retained, and only species with more than 10 records (29) were exported.
The data obtaining and cleaning workflow failed to produce sufficient records for a few of the wild species. Using custom queries, more data were obtained for Budorcas taxicolor, Madoqua saltiana, Neotragus batesi, Ovis ammon, Procapra picticaudata, Rucervus duvaucelii, Tragulus javanicus and Tragulus kanchil. We filtered the CSV files with species that were selected using custom queries in the R software environment (30) : erroneous coordinates were removed using the CoordinateCleaner package, by removing sea coordinates, records near GBIF/biodiversity institutes and outliers (30, 31 (33) . The median elevation variables were used to calculate both slope and aspect also in the R software environment using the terrain function in the raster package (34) . Slope and aspect were calculated because elevation variables are directly correlated to temperature variables, and therefore should not be used directly (29) .
We extracted bulk density, clay percentage, pHCaCL and organic carbon of the top layer (0 till 45 cm) from the Land-Atmosphere Interaction Research Group with a spatial resolution of 5 minutes (35) . The bulk density, clay percentage, pHCaCL and organic carbon data sets were used because they are known to influence plant distribution and growth (36, 37) and are not highly correlated to one another (38) .
The aforementioned environmental raster layers were resampled to the coarsest resolution (5 minutes) using the nearest neighbour sampling method in the R software environment (30) .
Methods
We used environmental data and species occurrences to calculate niche overlap using the following three methods.
• Niche trait overlap based on modelled habitat projections. Here we used the MaxEnt algorithm to derive the means of the environmental values within the projected suitable area of each species. We then used the niche traits to calculate the distance between the different species. • Niche trait overlap based on raw occurrence points. We calculated the mean niche traits per species by directly extracting environmental variables on the occurrence locations. The mean niche traits per species were used to calculate the distance between the different species.
Two methods are based on overlap in niche traits and one methods is based on spatial overlap of habitats. The difference between the methods is that overlap based on niche traits is derived by comparing the mean environmental variables per species while the calculation of spatial overlap of habitats is based on the actual overlap of the niches projected on earth.
C. Ecological niche modelling.
To analyze the spatial distribution and related niche traits we used the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) machine learning algorithm version 3.3.3 to construct ENMs for the 152 filtered species. Previous research has demonstrated that the MaxEnt technique performs well when using occurrence only data to estimate the relationships between environmental predictors and the occurrence of species (39) (40) (41) (42) . The widely used machine learning algorithm is very efficient in the complex handling of response and predictor variable interactions and works well with little occurrence data points (39, 43, 44) .
Before the construction of the MaxEnt model the environmental rasters are cropped to the extent of the occurrence points for a specific species + a buffer around the total extent. Buffers that are too small can result in underestimations of edge effects while buffer that are too large have the risk of D Calculating overlap in niche trait space derived from modelled habitat projections losing track of favorable environmental conditions due to noise. In this research we used a buffer of 1.000 km around the occurrence points.
In order to avoid collinearity only uncorrelated cropped environmental raster layers can be used in the ENMs (29, 45) . To remove correlated layers the removeCollinearity function in the virtualspecies version 1.4-4 R package was used (46) . Environmental variables with a Pearson's R correlation coefficients above 0.7 were grouped and one variable within this group was randomly chosen, resulting in a cropped raster stack with only uncorrelated environmental rasters. The cropped uncorrelated rasters and all available and filtered occurrence points are used in the ENM. The ENM is based on the MaxEnt algorithm and is constructed using the MaxEnt function from the dismo R package (47) .
The function extracts abiotic environmental data for the training occurrence locations and 1000 random sampled background locations, resulting in a model MaxEnt object that can be used to project worldwide which other locations are suitable for the species outside of the cropped model environment.
A common measure to assess the fit of MaxEnt models is the area under the receiver operating curve (ROC), also known as the AUC (48). The AUC can be interpreted as the probability that a randomly chosen "occurrence point", the location of a species occurrence, has a higher predicted probability of occurrence than a randomly chosen absence point (29) . Only ENMs with an AUC value higher than 0.7 are generally accepted as valid models (49) . A mayor drawback of the use of AUC values to validate the models performance is that our models depend on background samples and not true absence samples. Therefore the maximum AUC value is not 1 but 1-a/2, where a is the true species distribution (29) . The true distribution of the species is unknown, which makes the inter-comparison of species distribution models based on AUC values and the validation of AUC values impossible. Raes and ter Steege (2007) developed a null-model to overcome these challenges and test whether AUC values significantly deviate from random models (50). Here we constructed 100 random MaxEnt models based on randomly sampled occurrence points. If the true MaxEnt model performed better than 95% of the null-models the model was deemed valid.
To assess the effects of the different environmental data sets in the MaxEnt model we used the response curves and variable importance scores rendered by the MaxEnt function in the dismo package (47) . Afterwards the valid models were used to project suitable niches per species outside of the clipped model environment. Projection values range from 0 (not suitable) to 1 (very suitable). We put thresholds on these values by removing the suitability values below the 10% worst performing occurrence points. The projections were saved with and without restrictions. The restrictions were based on Holt's zoogeographical region, which divide the earth in 11 large realms (51) . The zoogeographical realms with occurrence points are the limit of projections, because the areas outside of the realms are unlikely to be inhabitated by the species, due to biogeographical barriers to dispersal. (52, 53) . First we extracted all environmental variables in the suitable areas and standardized these values to a zero mean and a standard deviation of one by using the dudi.pca function in the ade4 R package (54). Second we averaged the standardized values per species by using the niche function in the ade4 R package (53, 54) . The resulting dataframe with standardized environmental traits per species was used to calculate the overlap in niche traits using Gower's distance metric. Gower's distance is explained as follows by equation 1:
D. Calculating overlap in niche trait
Where:
• Sijk : the distance between i and j for variable k
• Wijk : the weight that is given for variable k between two observations i and j With Gower's distance one can calculate the distance in environmental niche traits per species between all pairs of sample units (55) . Species that have similar niche traits have a low Gower's distance value and species that have different niche traits have a high Gower's distance value. The mean environmental variable importance scores derived from the MaxEnt models were used to weigh the variable importance in the Gower's distance calculations. We calculated Gower's distance in the R software environment (30) with the daisy function in the cluster 2.0.7-1 R package (56) .
E. Calculating overlap in niche space based on modelled habitat projections. To assess whether ecological niches of domesticated ungulates and wild ungulates differ we calculate the spatial niche overlap by using the modelled habitat projections that are not restricted by the 11 realms. We used Schoener's distance to calculate the distance in spatial niche overlap since it has been suggested to be the best suited index for MaxEnt ENM outputs (57, 58) . We calculates Schoener's index in the R software environment (30) with the calc.niche.overlap function in the ENMeval R package (59) . The index ranges from 0 which is no overlap to 1 which is a complete overlap and is based on the model prediction maps. To create a measure over distance we subtracted the overlap, i.e. the inverse of the overlap from 1.
F. Calculating overlap in niche trait space based on raw occurrence data. We calculated niche trait space overlap based on raw occurrence data by directly extracting niche traits from the environmental rasters underneath the occurrence points. Afterwards the niche traits were averaged and standardized per species following the OMI method proposed by Doledec et al. (2000) (52) . The niche traits per species were used to calculate niche overlap with Gower's distance metric and weights were given to the separate environmental variables.
G. Clustering similar niches.
The distance matrices based on (i) overlap in niche trait space derived from modelled habitat projections, (ii) overlap in niche space based on modelled habitat projections and (iii) overlap in niche trait space based on raw occurrence data were used to construct three dendrograms. The dendrograms were constructed in the R software environment (30) 
Results
I. Performance of ecological niche models. Figure 1 shows the restricted modelled habitat projections for the domesticated species. It is visible that for some species the projections remain close to the occurrence locations (red points) while for other locations the niche seems very wide and far away from the original occurrence locations. The Bos grunniens mutus (2) has occurrence points in Tibet, Mongolia and Russia but according to the modelled habitat projections parts of Canada and Greenland are also suitable.
The ENM is mainly influenced by variables such as PETWarmestQuarter, bio14 and aspect. The Equus przewalskii (9) also has occurrence points in Mongolia and shows the same projections in parts of Canada and Greenland. The most important variables in the ENM were bio1, bio14 and Bulk density. Lastly, the Ovis aries orientalis has occurrence points in Afghanistan, India and Kazakhstan and also shows projected suitable habitats in Canada. Variables that were important in the projection of suitable areas were bio14, PETwettestquarter and slope.
All the separate ENMs for the wild and domesticated Ungulates can be downloaded and viewed per species at our GitHub repository (https://github.com/naturalis/trait-geodiverse-ungulates/tree/master/results).
In the following paragraph we describe the combined results of all ENMs, see Supplementary Note 1 for a summary per model (AUC values, number of occurrence points, variable importance in the models). Figure 2 shows the mean variable importance (0 to 10) for all the separate models per species and the amount of times the variable is used in the models (0 to 160). The ENMs could only be constructed with variables that were not correlated, within the group of correlated variables one is randomly chosen to be used in the model. As visible in the figure 2 most climate variables were highly correlated and therefore not used as often as the topographic variables and soil characteristics whom were less correlated to one another. The mean importance values show which raster layers had the highest importance in the habitat projections. The results in figure 2 suggest that the spatial distribution of Ungulates is highly dependent on climate variables such as climaticMoistureIndex, the growingDegDay5 and aridityindexThornthwaite. Topograpic characteristics played a small role in the spatial distribution with slope and aspect reaching a 31th and 40th place respectively. The soil characteristics also had a relatively small impact on the models with pHCaCL performing best at a 24th place.
J. Overlap in niche trait space based on modelled habitat projections. The mean niche traits per species can be found on our GitHub repository. The niche traits were used to calculate Gower's distance in niche trait space between the different species. Figure 3 shows the pairwise patristic distance between domesticated Ungulates and domesticated Ungulates (red line) and the normal distribution of distance (blue bars) between domesticated Ungulates and random sampled wild Ungulates. The mean distance in niche trait space between domesticated Ungulates is significantly larger (2 standard deviations) than the mean distance between domesticated Ungulates and wild Ungulates. Figure 4 shows the distances in niche trait space plotted on a distance dendrogram. The dendogram is divided into 31 clusters and the numbers represent the domesticated species, see Supplementary note 2 for the complete list of species per cluster. The domesticated species are mainly clustered on the right side of the dendrogram, with some species clustering together while Mean variable importance in the environmental niche models is shown in orange (ranging from 0 to 10), the amount of times that the variable is used in the models is shown in red (ranging from 0 to 160).
others are alone in a separate cluster. Resulting are three clusters in which domesticated species cluster together. The first cluster (0) include the the Capra hircus aegagrus (8) and Camelus bactrianus (6). The second cluster (h) include the Bos frontalis gaurus (1) and the Bos javanicus (3). The third and last cluster (l) include the Equus przewalskii (9), Bos grunniens mutus (2) and the Ovis aries orientalis (11). All clusters differentiate from the other clusters based on a few niche traits. Cluster (o) is best explained by climate variables e.g. PETseasonality, PhCaCL and bio7. The cluster is worst explained by bio5, aspect and PETDriestQuarter. Cluster (h) is best explained by bio13, bio18 and bio16. The cluster is worst explained by PETWarmestQuarter, slope and aspect. Cluster (l) is best explained by bio11, maxTempColdest and bio6, and least explained by slope, aspect and aridityIndexThornthwaite. The mean niche traits per species were in a generalized linear prediction model to predicts whether a species is domesticated or not. The species prediction model yielded the best results with an AIC of 67.33 when based only based on the bio4 variable. Some wild Ungulates have similar niche traits to the domesticated Ungulates. The species that came closest to the niche traits of domesticated species based on modelled habitat projections were:
1. Capra pyrenaica (cluster j). Clustered with Bos taurus primigenius 2. Capreolus pygargus (cluster e). Clustered with Sus scrofa.
Eudorcas thomsonii (cluster v)
. Clustered without domesticates.
4. Hemitragus jemlahicus (cluster k). Clustered without domesticates.
5. Odocoileus hemionus (cluster e). Clustered without domesticates.
Odocoileus virginianus (cluster h). Clustered without domesticates
7. Ovis ammon (cluster j). Clustered with Equus przewalskii, Bos grunniens mutus and Ovis aries orientalis. L. Overlap in niche trait space derived from raw occurrence data. The mean niche traits per species obtained from the raw occurrence data can be viewed and downloaded from our GitHub repository. Figure 7 shows the pairwise patristic mean distance between domesticated Ungulates and domesticated Ungulates (red line) and the distance between domesticated Ungulates and wild Ungulates (blue bars). It is visible that the distance between domesticates is larger (but not significant) than the distance between domesticated Ungulates and wild Ungulates.
The distances between all Ungulates were plotted on a dendrogram in figure 8 . The mean niche traits per species were also used in a generalized linear prediction model that predicts whether a species is domesticated or not. The generalized linear prediction model that yielded the lowest AIC of 61.97 was best explained by bio3, OrganicCarbon, bio2, bio17 and BulkDensity.
When applying this model to the whole dataset 8 wild species have similar traits to domesticated species.
1. Ammotragus lervia (cluster f). Clustered without other domesticates.
Damaliscus pygargus (cluster z)
. Clustered without other domesticates.
Muntiacus muntjak (cluster m). Clustered with (Bos javanicus and Bubalus bubalis arnee.

Ovis ammon (cluster l). Clustered with
Bos grunniens mutus and Equus przewalskii.
Pelea capreolus (cluster z)
6. Potamochoerus larvatus (cluster a). Clustered without other domesticates.
7. Raphicerus melanotis (cluster z). Clustered without other domesticates.
Rusa unicolor (cluster i). Clustered with Bos frontalis gaurus.
Discussion
M. Ecological niche models. The modelled habitat projections in figure 1 show that some models are likely to be overfitted on one variable. This is very clear for the Bos grunniens mutus (2), Ovis aries orientalis (11) and Equus przewalskii (9) where suitable areas include the most northern areas on earth (Canada and Greenland). The aforementioned species are unlikely to sustain these harsh environments and therefore the models are not accurate enough for these species. The overfitting is likely due to the importance of a few variables such as slope and bio14. These variables have similar values in areas around Mongolia, Russia and Tibet as areas in and around Canada and Greenland.
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The model does not take variables such as minimum and maximum temperatures into account because this was not of importance in the model environment in which the models were trained. When projecting the suitable habitat areas on the whole earth these variables are of significant importance.
The problem might be solved by applying different restricted areas. For this research we restricted the predictions by Holt's zoogeographical regions which divide the earth in 11 large realms (51) . Unrealistic modelled habitat projections only seem to occur for the Ungulates with occurrence points that are inside the palearctic realm (including Europe, Russia, Asia, Greenland and Canada). Future work could focus on the use of different or stricter realms when restricting habitat projection models.
Another limit of the use of ENM is the amount of input data needed to accurately describe biomes and interactions between environmental variables. We used Hutchinsons description of a niche as a n-dimensional hypervolume where environmental variables explain the dimensions. In this research we used n=41 dimensions which is not enough to describe complex systems such as niches. The probability is high that our model lacks important climate, topography and soil variables that explain the distribution of species better. Also important interactions between variables could be missed. Further research is needed on the availability, use and development of variables that explain ecological niches.
N. Comparison of niche overlap methods.
The pairwise patristic distances calculated with three different methods show contrasting results. The pairwise differences calculated with (i) overlap in niche trait space derived from modelled habitat projections and (ii) niche trait space overlap based on raw occurrence data measured both measured with Gower's distance show that the average distance between domesticates is larger than the distance between domesticated and wild Ungulates. This suggests that domesticates are a very versatile group with little niche similarities. The dendrograms in figure 4 and 8 show that the domesticated species are widely dispersed and it is not possible to cluster the domesticated species together. However, it is possible to cluster types of domesticates together.
The pairwise patristic distance calculated with the niche space based on modelled habitat projections measured with Schoener's D shows that the average distances between domesticates is smaller than the average distances between domesticated and wild Ungulates. It might be possible that wide niches are better captured by niche space because in the calculation of niche traits the niche traits are normalized and averaged removing the variety in the data set. Further research into the effects over normalization and averaging environmental variables is needed.
The dendrograms in figure 4, 6 and 8 do not show one clear cluster with all domesticated species in it but rather a few clusters of domesticates. When comparing the dendrograms based on the three used methods some similarities and differences can be found. The Bubalus bubalis arnee, Bos javanicus and Bos frontalis gaurus are always in the same cluster or on the same major tree branch. This clustering seems reasonable since they all reside in the same areas (see figure 1 .) The MaxEnt projections show an accurate representation of these species without overfitting and projections in unexpected areas. The differences in dendrograms are mainly visible for the species that suffered overfitting problems in the MaxEnt projections Sus scrofa, Bos grunniens mutus, Ovis aries orientalis and Equus przewalskii.
Overall we can conclude that the problems related to the ENMs make the results unreliable, suggesting that the dendrograms based on modelled habitat projections are less reliable than the dendrogram based on raw occurrence points. The modelled habitat projections project suitable areas in places that are uninhabitable for the species. Therefore the clustering based on the raw occurrence points seems the most accurate. Our results based on environmental traits obtained from raw occurrence points show that the variation between domesticated species is to great to capture a set of common environmental traits for all domesticated Ungulates.
The same conclusion was shown by the generalized linear prediction model which was used to assess which variables are best to predict domestication and whether some wild Ungulates resemble the domesticates based on niche traits. The wild species that resembled the domesticated species were sometimes in the same cluster as the domesticates but they were also in clusters without domesticates.
Our results shows that domesticates are a very versatile group with different purposes for domestication. Some species are mainly used for transportation, or for farming (pulling plows) other species are mainly used for the production of food or a combination of purposes. The variety within the domesticated Ungulate group was too big to capture similar niche traits hence further research in the use of other traits is needed. Only 41 environmental traits were tested and there is still a whole range of likely variables that need to be tested.
O. Evaluation of the framework.
To calculate the overlap in niche trait space and niche space per species we constructed a framework that automatically construct ENMs for a given number of species. During the construction of the framework some assumption were made. The first assumption we made was that the niches of the wild ancestors of domesticated Ungulates are the same as the niches of the domesticated Ungulates right before they were domesticated. It might be possible that small changes in their niche preferences developed before they were domesticated. Therefore using wild ancestors of domesticates as a proxy of domesticated species comes with a risk. On the other hand there is not enough occurrence data available of domesticated species before they were bread in captivity to calculate niche trait space and niche space for. The third assumption that we made is that mean environmental variables e.g niche traits can capture the niche of a species. When normalizing and averaging environmental variables the whole variety in the data set is lost. For example it might be possible that a species functions well in areas with a rainfall between 200 and 500 mm per year, in our model it seems like the species only lives in areas with 350 mm rainfall per year. For further research it might be interesting to take the niche breadth of a species into account. Some species function well in a whole range of climate, topographic and soil varieties and might therefore be more similar that the averages suggest.
Conclusion
The differentiation between domesticated and wild Ungulates is most accurate when using the direct environmental variables extracted from the raw occurrence points. The environmental niche models overfit their projections on a few variables that were of importance in the model environment. Outside of the model environment other environmental variables limit the distribution of species which the model does not deem important. Therefore more research into the construction of accurate ENMs is needed.
The dendrogram based on the raw occurrence points shows that some domesticated species cluster together while others do not. The variety within the domesticate Ungulates group is to large to differentiate between them and wild Ungulates based on the 41 niche traits used in this research. Further research into the use of additional niche traits is needed. 
